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We are proud to announce the first edition of the IoT Forum at Tour & Taxis.
This Forum aims to explore the very latest in technologies, the market evolution, new solutions, innovative technology and trends.
Understanding how it will change the way businesses, governments and consumers interact with the physical and digital world.
IoT can be and will be a game-changer for companies as well as a challenging revolution.
The new rule for the future is going to be « Anything can be connected, will be connected ».
The IoT Forum will bring together industry leaders, innovators, investors and entreprise come and discover new technology trends, discuss security
and standardization, to explore new concepts, create new leads and attend a rich and innovative programme of conferences and workshops.
Join us and discover the impact of Internet of Things today as well as the opportunities for improving the futur.

SPONSOR OPPORTUNITIES

PLATINUM

GOLD

EXHIBITOR

Logo or banner at the entrance of the conference venue

X

Logo or banner in the front of each conference room

X

Participation at round table closing session

X

Opportunity to provide imput into the conference program

X

Project team room slot (30" demo or workshop)

X

30' Speaker Slot

X

X

List of attendees afterwards to own speaker slot

X

X

Upfront list of registered attendees to conference

X

X

Speaker with picture, short bio and brief conference topic on website

X

X

Page advertising in event catalogue

1 page

1/2 page

Logo on every communication channel (with link-through on website)

Large

Regular

Regular

Exhibition space

Large (3.5M Width, 2M lenght,
table included)

Regular (2,5M Width, 2M longht,
table included)

Regular (2,5M Width, 2M longht,
table included)

Corporate info on website and in event catalogue

X

X

X

Privileged partner to sponsor options (badges, lanyards, good bags, hostess clothing,
closing networking cocktail, banner on the website, extra advertisin page in event catalogue,…)

X

X

€ 9.000

€ 7.500

COST

€ 3.500

Contact : François Vajda - admin@mark-com.com - 0473 56 32 08 • Caroline Tybergin - caroline@iotforum.be - 0494 36 49 32 •
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